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But, how is the method to obtain this publication The Hidden Light Of Mexico City By Carmen Amato Still
puzzled? No matter. You can appreciate reading this book The Hidden Light Of Mexico City By Carmen
Amato by on-line or soft documents. Just download the book The Hidden Light Of Mexico City By Carmen
Amato in the link offered to visit. You will certainly obtain this The Hidden Light Of Mexico City By
Carmen Amato by online. After downloading, you can conserve the soft documents in your computer system
or gizmo. So, it will certainly relieve you to review this book The Hidden Light Of Mexico City By Carmen
Amato in particular time or place. It might be not certain to take pleasure in reading this e-book The Hidden
Light Of Mexico City By Carmen Amato, considering that you have bunches of job. Yet, with this soft data,
you could appreciate reviewing in the extra time even in the voids of your jobs in workplace.

From the Author
We lived in Mexico City, an American family embracing a new culture, exploring a vibrant city, and
meeting people who were to impact our lives for years to come.

Our house was at the start of the school bus route going home. My children had a 10 minute ride. Her name
was Marit and her children rode the same school bus as my children.

We met at the end of the school day when her chauffer-driven car parked in front of the house as I waited by
the gate for the bus to drop off the kids. Marit got out, wearing a stylish dress, heels and ropes of gold chain,
and introduced herself. They lived at the end of the bus line, she explained, and while she wanted her son and
daughter to have the experience of riding on a school bus, it took too long. In future her children would get
off at our house and be driven home by the chauffeur.

We spoke a number of times after that, me in my jeans on the stoop and she in her designer clothes from the
window of the car. When she learned I was new to Mexico City she took it upon herself to give me a tour of
the best shops and restaurants in our neighborhood. The children and I were invited to a midday meal with
her husband and children. The event included a tour of their house-about 15 minutes away-and a stop in the
kitchen to view the 5 uniformed staff and present my compliments to the cook in her white jacket.

Soon after, Marit came over for coffee before meeting the bus. Our housekeeper, a wonderful young woman
whom we did not require to wear a uniform, met us in the living room. I introduced them as I would any two
people, using full names. To my surprise Marit immediately addressed the housekeeper using a common
nickname rather than the housekeeper's actual name. The grilling about work hours came next. It was an
effective and not very subtle message: the housekeeper was getting above herself using her full name, not
wearing a uniform, and leaving the kitchen instead of waiting to be assigned her work.

Marit also called me the next day and took me to task for not making the housekeeper work more hours-a



day maid should show up to work at 7:00 am at least. By asking the housekeeper to come at 10:00 I was only
encouraging her to become lazy. I should note here that my husband generally referred to the housekeeper as
the "Mexican Tornado" for her amazing work ethic.

There were no more coffee or lunches after that but the final break came when Marit called to ask if, as an
American, I could get her maid a visa. The family wanted to go to Disneyworld and take their maid to look
after the children in the evenings. The visa process took alot of time, Marit said. If the maid had to stand in
line at the US Embassy she'd miss work.

I replied that I had no ability to obtain a visa for her maid and I never heard from Marit again. The car no
longer stopped in front of my house to pick up her children.

Mexico City was home to many other women like her. In an odd way they inspired me to write a book to
explain what I saw. There's a caste system in Mexico that bottles up more people than just the Mexican
Tornado. So escape it, people will mule drugs or risk an illegal crossing into the United States. Or both.

I hope you enjoy The Hidden Light of Mexico City. And I hope it makes you think a little, too.

From the Inside Flap
Mexico has become a killing field. Over 47,000 people have been killed in the country's crackdown against
the cartels. It's common knowledge that many are dead as the result of competition between rival cartels.
Other dead are those who were transiting cartel territory as they tried to immigrate and were pressed into
service to the cartels and then killed. 

Mexico's drug war isn't just about the fight between the cartels and the military, about political will to stamp
out evil or even about guns and agents moving across the US-Mexican border. More than anything, it is
about a people and a culture under attack.

This is where fiction can help tell a vital story, by imagining the lives of those living through the struggle,
making them breathe and love and cry and fight. Fiction can hold attention and provoke emotion in a way
that the news might not.

The book is The Hidden Light of Mexico City. The fight is Mexico.

From the Back Cover
In The Hidden Light of Mexico City, attorney Eddo Cortez Castillo's unexpected relationship with
housemaid Luz de Maria Alba Mora becomes a dangerous vulnerability when he investigates links between
the Minister for Public Security and Mexico's most elusive drug cartel leader. But what Eddo doesn't know is
that Luz is trapped at the bottom of Mexico's social ladder, where broken dreams and family poverty have
brought her to the breaking point.  
Amazon reviewers say -

"Captured my imagination from the first page."

"A must -read for all who desire to be
transplanted and transformed."

"An engaging, clever read."



 
Includes an excerpt from Cliff Diver: An Emilia Cruz Novel
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Caught between Mexico's class system and the country's spiraling drug war, an attorney and a maid fight for
their lives and each other in a romantic thriller torn from today's headlines. By the author of the explosive
Emilia Cruz mystery series set in Acapulco.
 
A CHANCE MEETING FOR A MAN
Mexico City attorney Eddo Cortez Castillo's unexpected relationship with housemaid Luz de Maria Alba
Mora becomes a dangerous vulnerability when he investigates links between the Minister for Public Security
and Mexico's most elusive drug cartel leader. But what Eddo doesn't know is that Luz is trapped at the
bottom of Mexico's social ladder, where broken dreams and family poverty have brought her to the breaking
point.
 
FOLLOWING A BLOOD MONEY TRAIL OF CARTELS AND CORRUPTION
As presidential elections near, Eddo's investigation uncovers a political double-cross fueled by blood money
and drug cartels. With the help of a secret police network, he'll follow the trail as it twists and turns through a
maze of smuggling and money laundering to the Mexican border with the United States. There he'll find the
beating heart of Mexico's drug culture, where violence buys loyalty, votes are for sale, the odds are against
survival, and only a woman whose name means Light of Mary can guide him out.
 
AND A WOMAN WHO FACES THE FIGHT OF HER LIFE
Luz cannot help Eddo, however, until she finds the courage to confront the social structure she has lived with
for so long in Mexico City and dispel the supposed in equality in their relationship. She'll fight a parallel
battle of suspense and survival as a soldier in the war being waged int he kitchens of the elite of Mexico
City; a silent class war with its own impact on the country. Immigration to the United States may be her best
chance for a real life as an artist, but it comes with a higher price than she can pay.
 
Carmen Amato combines a Cinderella story with a political thriller and throws them both into the middle of
Mexico's drug war. The result is a riveting romance that rings with authenticity. See why reviewers say
"Can't wait to read the next of Amato's novels!
 
He hunts cartels and corruption in the dark. She's THE HIDDEN LIGHT OF MEXICO CITY.
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From the Author
We lived in Mexico City, an American family embracing a new culture, exploring a vibrant city, and
meeting people who were to impact our lives for years to come.

Our house was at the start of the school bus route going home. My children had a 10 minute ride. Her name
was Marit and her children rode the same school bus as my children.

We met at the end of the school day when her chauffer-driven car parked in front of the house as I waited by
the gate for the bus to drop off the kids. Marit got out, wearing a stylish dress, heels and ropes of gold chain,
and introduced herself. They lived at the end of the bus line, she explained, and while she wanted her son and
daughter to have the experience of riding on a school bus, it took too long. In future her children would get
off at our house and be driven home by the chauffeur.

We spoke a number of times after that, me in my jeans on the stoop and she in her designer clothes from the
window of the car. When she learned I was new to Mexico City she took it upon herself to give me a tour of
the best shops and restaurants in our neighborhood. The children and I were invited to a midday meal with
her husband and children. The event included a tour of their house-about 15 minutes away-and a stop in the
kitchen to view the 5 uniformed staff and present my compliments to the cook in her white jacket.

Soon after, Marit came over for coffee before meeting the bus. Our housekeeper, a wonderful young woman
whom we did not require to wear a uniform, met us in the living room. I introduced them as I would any two
people, using full names. To my surprise Marit immediately addressed the housekeeper using a common
nickname rather than the housekeeper's actual name. The grilling about work hours came next. It was an
effective and not very subtle message: the housekeeper was getting above herself using her full name, not
wearing a uniform, and leaving the kitchen instead of waiting to be assigned her work.

Marit also called me the next day and took me to task for not making the housekeeper work more hours-a
day maid should show up to work at 7:00 am at least. By asking the housekeeper to come at 10:00 I was only
encouraging her to become lazy. I should note here that my husband generally referred to the housekeeper as
the "Mexican Tornado" for her amazing work ethic.

There were no more coffee or lunches after that but the final break came when Marit called to ask if, as an
American, I could get her maid a visa. The family wanted to go to Disneyworld and take their maid to look
after the children in the evenings. The visa process took alot of time, Marit said. If the maid had to stand in
line at the US Embassy she'd miss work.

I replied that I had no ability to obtain a visa for her maid and I never heard from Marit again. The car no
longer stopped in front of my house to pick up her children.

Mexico City was home to many other women like her. In an odd way they inspired me to write a book to
explain what I saw. There's a caste system in Mexico that bottles up more people than just the Mexican
Tornado. So escape it, people will mule drugs or risk an illegal crossing into the United States. Or both.

I hope you enjoy The Hidden Light of Mexico City. And I hope it makes you think a little, too.

From the Inside Flap



Mexico has become a killing field. Over 47,000 people have been killed in the country's crackdown against
the cartels. It's common knowledge that many are dead as the result of competition between rival cartels.
Other dead are those who were transiting cartel territory as they tried to immigrate and were pressed into
service to the cartels and then killed. 

Mexico's drug war isn't just about the fight between the cartels and the military, about political will to stamp
out evil or even about guns and agents moving across the US-Mexican border. More than anything, it is
about a people and a culture under attack.

This is where fiction can help tell a vital story, by imagining the lives of those living through the struggle,
making them breathe and love and cry and fight. Fiction can hold attention and provoke emotion in a way
that the news might not.

The book is The Hidden Light of Mexico City. The fight is Mexico.

From the Back Cover
In The Hidden Light of Mexico City, attorney Eddo Cortez Castillo's unexpected relationship with
housemaid Luz de Maria Alba Mora becomes a dangerous vulnerability when he investigates links between
the Minister for Public Security and Mexico's most elusive drug cartel leader. But what Eddo doesn't know is
that Luz is trapped at the bottom of Mexico's social ladder, where broken dreams and family poverty have
brought her to the breaking point.  
Amazon reviewers say -

"Captured my imagination from the first page."

"A must -read for all who desire to be
transplanted and transformed."

"An engaging, clever read."
 
Includes an excerpt from Cliff Diver: An Emilia Cruz Novel

Most helpful customer reviews

4 of 4 people found the following review helpful.
H
By Kelly N
I highly recommend this excellent book by Carmen Amato. It's a perfect blend of action, suspense and
romance. The action keeps you turning the pages as the author portrays the gritty reality of the city. Amato
captures the complexity of life in one of the world's largest cities, expertly depicting the sleazy politicians,
the drug lords, their violent lieutenants and the common Mexicans who are victimized by them. Her
characters are sharply drawn and totally believable. This is a great book from a new author with great
promise.

4 of 4 people found the following review helpful.
A believable story of life in the big City
By TimZ
Carmen Amato captures the reality of life living in Mexico City, the political struggles, the corruption and



how it affects life for the common person. It shows how those who actually want to make a change for the
betterment of life often pay with their own. There is no limit to the extent people with power will go to make
things happen to get what they want. It's a great mix of love, suspense, action, wealth, poverty all based on
reality. It's fast moving and never boring; one page makes you want to continue to the next.

3 of 3 people found the following review helpful.
Excellent
By Toni Osborne
This is a wonderful fiction, a sort of Cinderella story in disguise. Through her words Ms. Amato rich
narrative draws a picture of the Mexico's society and how its Caste System has had an impact on every
aspect of life. The story illustrates how this inequality has given strength to the drug cartels, fosters a culture
of corruption and made people take risk to escape to the United States.

The main players are Luz de Maria Alba Mora, a poor house maid sometime artist, and Eduardo "Eddo"
Cortez Castillo, a rich Mexico City attorney. Opposite as can be on the echelon of society, Maria and Eddo
unexpected and vulnerable relationship can only be a liability for a high profile attorney. It soon comes to the
forefront when Eddo investigates links between the Minister for Public Security and one of the most elusive
drug cartel leaders and definitely not a good time to uncover a political double-cross fueled by drug money.

This story is a mixed of fairy tale romance between Maria and Eddo and high suspense when Eddo follows
the money trail deep into the underworld of Mexico's drug culture. We have many exciting chases and some
violent scenes in alternate chapters but we also have many tender moments. This is definitely a character and
dialogue driven thriller.

"The Hidden Light of Mexico City" is a quality novel written with passion, has a polish prose, a beautiful
style, great characterization and above all an excellent and creative plot that sounds authentic. I must admit
being hooked from the start and engaged till the very end. Well done Ms. Amato can't wait to read the "Cliff-
Diver"..

See all 29 customer reviews...
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